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Abstract:
Highly inefficient transit of oligonucleotides from outside cells to the intracellular compartments where functional activity of oligonucleotides takes place is the most serious limitation to the practical realization of a full potential of oligonucleotide-based therapies. Several classes of oligonucleotide therapeutics (ONT), including antisense oligonucleotides (ASO), hydrophobically modified siRNAs (hsiRNA), GalNAc-conjugated siRNAs, and LNP-formulated siRNAs have validated biological efficacy and are in clinic [1, 2]. In all cases, the fraction of oligonucleotides reaching the intended place of biological function is surprisingly low, with the majority of molecules being trapped in wrong cellular compartments, resulting in low efficiency and clinically limiting toxicity [3].

We have recently completed a cell-based screen using the LOPAC library and identified a panel of small molecules that alter cellular localization and dramatically enhance the efficacy of hydrophobically modified siRNAs (hsiRNAs) developed previously [4] (Navaroli et al 2013). In the presence of top two hits (Guanabenz and Phenamil), we have observed a dose-dependent enhancement of oligonucleotide efficacy, with both a significant increase in cellular uptake and decrease in EC50 values.

Use of small molecules as enhancers and modulators of oligonucleotide therapeutic efficacy is a new paradigm in formulation development with wide implications on compounds in clinic and future developments.